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ABSTRACT 
Autonomous vehicles has attracted many researchers in the recent years. In this paper, the author 
has built a auto-balance robotic bicycle (ABRB) by using flywheel based on inverted pendulum 
prmciple. The ABRB has only two m-line wheels, it reduces both weight and widths. The ABRB 
could be used both as a teaching tool, and as a device to test balanced control algorithms. At the 
same time, to mamtain the stable balance of ABRB the author designs a balance control system 
based PD control law. The experunental results showed that the correcmess of robot models of and 
balance control system. 
Keywords: auto-balance robotic bicycle (ABRB), inverted pendulum principle, flywheel, balance 
control system 

PROBLEM STATEMENT 

Autonomous vehicles have has attracted 

many researchers in the recent years. 

Hov/ever, one major limitation of automated 

vehicles is in the area of stability. Most 

robots require a •wide wheel base and a 

minimum of three points in contact with the 

ground to maintain stability. Increasing the 

number of wheels of a robot reduces the 

efficiency of the drive system by adding 

weight, increasing friction or drag, and 

increasing power draining components. The 

Auto-Balanced Robotic Bicycle (ABRB) 

offers a new way to circumvent these 

limitations. By using only two in-line wheels, 

the ABRB reduces both weights and widths 

without sacrificing stability. 

DESIGN ABRB 

There are many methods used to control 

balancing of ABRB such as flywheel 

balancing [1 , 2, 5] , mass balancing [3], and 

steering balancing [4]. Among these methods, 

flywheel balancing method which uses a 

reaction wheel (flywheel) is a good choice 

because the response time is shorter and 

the system can be stable even at stationary 

position. There are two principles used 

flywheel In the flywheel balancing method. 

The first principle uses a spinning wheel as a 
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gyroscopic stabilizer [1]. Its advantages 

includes low mass and produce large 

amounts of torque. Its disadvantages are 

that it consumes more energy. The second 

principle uses a spinning wheel based on the 

inverted pendulum principle [2, 5]. Its 

advantages are low cost, simplicity and 

consumes low energy consumption. Its 

disadvantages are that it cannot produce 

large amounts of torque. 

In this study, we will design ABRB based on 

the inverted pendulum principle. ABRB could 

be used both as a teaching tool, and as a 

device to test control algorithms. 

The law of conservation of momentum states 

that if no extenal torque effects on an object 

or system (or total torque impact to the object 

is zero), total angular momentum of that 

object will be preserved. Based on the law of 

conservation of momentum states, my robotic 

bicycle contains a reaction wheel and which 

using to maintain its balance. When it is 

deflected from the equilibrium position 

(corresponding to a vertical angle) the gravity 

of the bicycle will create a torque leading it to 

pour down. This reaction wheel will revolve 

around the axis (with the angular acceleration 

is a ) and generate a torque which is balanced 

with the torque caused by the gravity the 

bicycle creates. A DC motor is used to control 

the acceleration of the reaction wheel, A 
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conh'ol system receives the robot's tilt angle 
as the feedback and output a torque on the 
reaction wheel to drive the entire system to a 
vertical orientation. 
Mechanical Design 

The design of the ABRB closely resembles a 
low riding scooter. The goal is to optimize 
space for electronics, while maintaining rigidity 
in the entire frame as shovm in Figure 1. 

ATmega328P (datasheet). It has 14 digital 
input/output pins, 6 analog inputs, a 16 MHz 
quartz crystal, a USB connection, a power 
jack, an ICSP header and a reset button. , , 

Figure 1. ABRB's mechanicalfraipe design 
The front wheel is intentionally fixed so the 
robot could drive through only a straight line, 
and rely only on a control mechanism to 
balance itself The wheels of the vehicle are 
30-cm bicycle wheels and the drive frain is 
implemented with two sprockets and a chain. 
The reaction wheel (flywheel) is the most 
important component of the mechanical 
design. A carefiil balance of mass vs. moment 
of inertia is also very critical. In order to 
attain a high moment of inertia while 
minimizing the overall mass, the wheel needs 
contain the majority of its mass concentrated 
at the outer edge. The fmal reaction wheel 
which selected is custom machined of steel 
with a diameter of 26-cm and mounted 
perpendicularly in the middle of the bicycle. 
A detailed description of ABRB constitute is 
in Figure 2 as follows: 

Figure 2. Details model of ABRB 

Control Design 
The confrol system of ABRB is shown in 
Figure 3. 

The central element of the control system is 
used the Arduino board. Arduino board is a 
microcontroller board based on the 

Figure 3. The control system of ABRB 
The control system of ABRB consist of tw^ 
primary subsystems. The first subsystem W 
responsible for maintaining the balance of the 
vehicle, whereas the second subsystenj 
control the mobility. 

The first subsystem elements of the control 
system is built up whh the following 
components: to spinning the flywheel using 
DC motor 100w-15v-3400 rev/min + H-
bridge; measuring speed of flywheel using 
Encoder Sharp 100 pulses, measuring tilt̂  
using angle sensor GY-521 MPU-6050. 
The second subsystem elements of the control 
system is built up with the following 
components: a DC motor, H-bridge and the 
remote control. 
Modeling and balance control system desigi 
iVIodeling ABRB 
The balance control system of the ABRB is, 
modeled as an inverted pendulum model in" 
the Figure 4. 

Figure 4. Inverted pendulum model of ABRB 

m, is the weight of the ABRB (including the 
DC motor), m^ is the weight of the flywheel, 
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j | is the height of the center of the gravity of 

lie ABRB (excluding the flywheel), Aj is the 

leight of the center of the gravity of the 

lywheel, /, is the moment of inertia of the 

^BRB, /j is the moment of inertia of the 

lywheel, 9 is the tilt angle of the ABRB 

lompared to the vertical, <p is the angle of 

otation of the flywheel 

To build the dynamic models of system, the 

luthor [2] using the Lagrange equations. 

d_\dT\_OTi dj^ 
dt\dq,\ dq, dq, ^ ' ^ ^ 

T is total kinetic energy of system, V is total 

jotential energy of system, Q is external 

Forces, q, is generality coordinates. 

Total the kinetic energy of the system is 

defined as: 

T = - mX+fn.J^+h-^h ^ ' 

I (2) 

Total potential energy of system is: 

V = g.cas6. ^nyh^+mJl^ 

Using the Euler-Lagrangian equations, the 
following two equations are derived: 

m,l^+m^li-^I,+J^ d + I,V ^^j 

-g . s in^ . Mi/ii-l-nijAj = 0 . 

l,-P+l,e = T„. (5) 

With r„ is torque i f the motor shaft. 

Consider a DC motor with a transmission 

ratio is a: I, the (torsion ) torque of DC motor 

drives for the flywheel as the follows: 

(3) 

= aJf„ 
\U-K^\ (6) 

where A:„ is the torque constant of the motor; 

/:, is the electromotive force constant of the 

motor; R is the resistance of the motor. 

Replace (6) into (5) we get the following equation: 

\U-K„(p\ 
IiV> + l2^ = T,„=aKj (7) 

Equation (4) and (7) are the kinematic 

equations of the system. Obviously with the 

above aerodynamics equations, the system is 

nonlinear system. 

Linearizing model: Assuming that when the 

bicycle is operating, its angle is very small 

( 5 < 1 0 ° ) , we linearized equation (4) around 

the equilibrium {e = (p^O, sin9=6) then 

obtained the following equations: 

m^l^-\-m^l^ +1, +1^ 9 + l,<P 

—gS. njjh^ + m^hj = 0, 
(8) 

;,vi+/,6 (9) 

Le t A = mf^ ^mji +I,+I^;B = m,li, +mji^ 

Performing equation (8) and (9) in the 

following plant model 

Figure 5. ABRB model 

Control balance system design 

Let G = -^-—-,C = "-^ ; 
s I2 h lifi 1 + G 

Simplifying the ABRB model in Fig,5, w( 

obtained ABRB model in Fig. 6 as follows: 

i ^ 

MF 
Figure 6. Compact ABRB model 

With the plant model, combining PD lav 

controller and the system of ABRB a 

depicted in Figure 7. 



Figure 7. Balance control system of ABRB 
To determine the parameters {Kpy,Kj^,Kj2) 
of the confroller in Figure 7, the author 
follows these steps: 

Step I: Writiqg the C** code and loading that 
code into the Arduino board in order that 
Arduino board can send and receive data from 
the Matlab software through the PC. 
Step 2: Building the input - output signal 
processing unit in Matlab - Simulink. 
The fimction of the input signal processing 
unit is receives and processes the tilt angle 
signal and the rotational speed signal of the 
flywheel from the Adruino board. 
Accurately obtaining the feedback signals of 
the confrol system is the key to successfiilly 
balancing the ABRB. Because of the 
importance of detecting the tilt angle of the 
balancing confrol algorithm, an accurate and 
precise method used to measure the angle. 
The MPU6050 contains both a 3-Axis 
Gyroscope and a 3-Axis accelerometer allowing 
measurements of both independently. A 
gyroscope offers a very fast angular velocity 
reading, however, the round-off errors from 
digital integration may cause the position output 
to "drift" over tune. To compensate for this 
drift, the error between the raw tilt angle form 
the gyroscope and the absolute tilt angle fiam 
the accelerometer was used. 
The compensated tilt angle output is shown In 
Figure 8. 

Figure 8. Gyroscopic drift compensation 

The inputs signal processing unit is shown in 
Figure 10. ^ 

..^71 

Figure 9. The input signal processing unit m 
Matlab - Simulink 

The fimction of blocks in Fig. 9 as follow! 
Sfream Input Block; receiving sensor si® 
posted from Arduino board. 
Data, Type Conversion Block; Conv^ 
measured signal of gyroscopic Sensor. 
Data Type Conversion 1 Block: Convert!̂  
measured signal of accelerometer Sensor • 
Data Type Conversion 2 Block: Conve^ 
measured signal of encoder. 
The function of the output signal processmg 
unit is sends the signal confrol of controller to 
H-bridge which confrols the DC motor. The 
output signal processing unit is shown in 
Figure 10 as follows: 

I 
G > - - & 

Packet OuliiU 
Slandiird OwcEt' 

Serai Pari ph] 

-'E^' ; • 

ackel OutpiAt 

Figure 10. The output signal processing unit in 
Matlab - Simulink 

Step 3: Building the balance control system 
of ABRB in Matlab - Simulink according to 
Figure 7, the result is shown in Figure 11. 

^V^-^-^rQ 

<} 

J 
Figure 11. Balance control system of ABRB 

Matlab - Simulink 
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Through experiments, the author chooses the 
aararaeters of the conteoller are Kp, = -30; Kji 
= -13;Kd2 = 9. 
The experiment results of balance confrol 

system of ABRB 

The experiment results of balance control 
system of ABRB is shown in Figure 12, 

Iflkliilhiiliyillliii.'!.! mmM 
Figure 12. The output response of balance control 

system of ABRB 

The results in Fig. 12 show that: the tilt angle 
of ABRB changes from -0,8 -̂  1 degree; the 
rotational speed of the DC motor changes 
from 2,5 rad/s -H -0,5 rad/s; the voltage U 
which applied to the DC motor changes from 
- 24V + 24 V. 

Comment; The balance confrol system keeps 

the tilt angle of ABRB balance around the 

angle 0 degree. 

CONCLUSION 

This paper was introduced in detail the desigr 

process auto - balance robotic bicycle usee 

flywheel balancing method. At the same time 

to maintain the balance of the ABRB the 

author designed a balance confrol systeir 

based PD control law. Using the Matlal: 

software, the author identified the parameter; 

of the balance controller of the ABRB. Ths 

experimental results showed that ABRB car 

stable equilibrium with controller designed ir 

this paper. 
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T O M T A T 
T H i i T KE VA DlfcU KHlfeW ROBOT X E D A P TtT CAN BANG 

VQ Ngoc KiSn' 
Trudng Dai hgc Ky thugt Cdng nghiep — DH Thdi NguySn 

Hi^n nay, nghien cihi robot t\r h^nh Ih mgt ITnh v\rc thu hut s\r quan tam cua nhieu nha nghien ciiu. 
Trong bSi bao nay, tac gii da xSy dgng dugc mgt m§t robot xe dap t^f can bSng (ABRB) nho vi?c 
sii dgng binh di dua trIn nguyen ly' con lie ngugc. ABRB chi c6 hai banh nen sS giam dugc ca 
trgng lugng v i chiSu rgng. ABRB c6 th^ dugc sii dyng nhu m^t c6ng cy giang d?y va mOt thiSt bj 
de thic nghiem thu^t todn di^u khi^n, Dong th&i, d^ duy tri ABRB can bSng on djnh, tac gia da xSy 
d\mg dugc mgt h$ th6ng di^u khiln dua tren lu§t di^u khien PD, Cac ket qua thuc nghiem diSu 
khien robot cho thiy tinh diing dSn cua mo hinh robot va he thong dieu khien cSn b3ng. 
Tir kh6a: ABRB, nguyen ly con Idc ngugc, banh dd, h$ thdng diiu khien cdn b&ng 
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